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Abstract-The displacement problem of elastostatics in two dimensions i formulated in terms of integral 
equations via the Airy stress function. The integral equations are solved numerically using piecewise constant 
approximations to the unknown functions. The validity of the formulation isdemonstrated by its application to
a simple problem with a known solution. 
INTRODUCTION 
We consider here the problem of determining the elastostatic displacement field throughout a
finite plane domain B, given the displacement of its boundary aB. This work, which uses 
methods of scalar potential theory, is a natural extension of earlier works on the plane traction 
problem [ l-31 and the conformal mapping problem [4]. 
FORMULATION 
We consider a homogenous i otropic elastic material, with rigidity modulus p and Poisson’s 
ratio v, free from body forces. In such a material in a state of plane strain, the displacement 
components u, u, in the directions of Cartesian coordinate axes x, y, are given in terms of the 
Airy stress function x by ([5], p. 130) 
2pu = (1 - v)H - ax/ax 
2p~= (i-Y)A-axlay 1 1 
(1) 
where x satisfies the biharmonic equation 
v4x = 0 (2) 
and H and I? are conjugate harmonic functions such that 
aHlax = afilay = V’x. (3) 
More precisely, H and I? each satisfy Laplace’s equation 
v=qb=tl (4) 
and they correspond respectively to the real and imaginary parts of an analytic function, 
whence the first equality in (3) is simply one of the Cauchy-Riemann equations (the other being 
aHlay = - d/ax). 
We introduce here, for the biharmonic function x, the Almansi representation[3] 
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where 4 and $ are harmonic functions. Differentiation of this expression gives 
Vx = 2&$llax, (6) 
whence, from equations (3), 
H=24+ay+b 
H=2&ax+c ’ I 
(7) 
where I$ and 6 are conjugate harmonic functions in the sense described above and a, b and c 
are arbitrary constants. Substitution of these results into equations (1) yields 
2pd =(1-2v)4-xa4/ax-a+/ax+(l- v)(~y+ b) 
2p = 2(1- v)&- xa#ay - a$/ay -(l - ~)(ux - C) I . 
(8) 
Note that, since 4 is a harmonic function, alllay and &,$/lax are conjugate harmonic functions 
(corresponding respectively to the real and imaginary parts of the derivative of the analytic 
function of which 4 is the imaginary part). Also x and y are conjugate harmonic functions (the 
real and imaginary parts of z = x + iy) and y and - x are conjugate harmonic functions (the real 
and imaginary parts of -iz = y - ix). It follows from rearranging the terms involving u, that we 
may take a = 0 in equations (8) with no loss of generality, since these terms may be accom- 
modated by adding uy/2 to Q and subtracting ax/2 from a$/ay, with corresponding subtractions 
of ax/2 and uy/2 from the conjugates b; and a$lax respectively. We thus obtain 
2p=(l-22)4-xadax-a+jax+ff 
2p = 2(1- v)& - xaday - alllay + p I 9 
(9) 
where (Y = (1 - v)b and /3 = (1 - v)c. 
We now introduce the simple-layer logarithmic potential representation 
for 4 at a point p, in B + aB, together with a similar representation 
a+(p)lay = I,, log lp - sk(cl) dq 
(10) 
(11) 
for +Q/ay. Here q represents a point on the boundary aB, dq is the differential increment of the 
boundary at q, and 0; 5 are simple source densities. The corresponding conjugate harmonic 
functions are [3,4] 
6(p) = I,, e(p - qbtq) dq (12) 
and 
a4(p)/ax = I NP - Ws) da JB (13) 
where O(p - q) is the angle between the vector p - q and some fixed direction, e.g. the x-axis. 
The derivative of 6 with respect o x, in the domain B, is 
ad4p)lax =I log, IP - ql 44 da (14) JB 
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where log, Ip -qJ denotes the x-derivative of log Ip - q( at the point p. On the boundary JB, 
assumed to be smooth at p, this becomes[3] 
ad4p)lax =I log, (p - qldq) ds + ~PMP), aB (15) 
where the prime denotes differentiation along the normal to aB directed into B. Similarly, we 
have 
atmlay = I,, logyIp - qbw dq (16) 
at a point p in B and 
a4Way = I log, b - qbh) dq + ~Y’(P)~P) (17) al.3 
when p lies on aB. 
Provided that B is defined in an appropriate manner[3,4], the representations (12) and (13) 
are continuous in B + aB, as are the logarithmic potentials (10) and (11). Therefore, given U, u 
on aB, substitution of expressions (lo)-( 13) with (15) and (17) into equations (9) yields a pair of 
coupled integral equations for the two source densities (r and 5. These equations also include a 
and /3 as two unknown constants which are balanced by conditions 
I dcl) dq = 0 ae 
and 
I aB l(s) dq = 0 
(18) 
(19) 
which are necessary to ensure a unique solution. [Conditions (18) and (19) preclude the addition 
of arbitrary constants to do and at+b/ay, which could otherwise be balanced by adjusting Q and @I 
By solving equations (9), with auxiliary conditions (18) and (19), for r, l, LY and /3, we may 
compute 4, 4, etc., from (lo), (12), etc., and hence obtain I( and u at any point p in B. 
Note that for problems of generalised plane stress, the factor (1 - V) in equations (1) is 
replaced by l/(1 + u). Hence the present formulation may be applied to such problems by 
simply replacing v by v/(1 + v) in equations (9). Note also that the present formulation differs 
slightly from that proposed by Jaswon and Symm in [3], following Bhattacharyya[6], in that the 
logarithmic potential representation is ascribed to a+/ay rather than to at,b/ax. This has the 
advantage that the logarithmic singularity, associated with o in the first of equations (9), is 
associated with 5 in the second; thus avoiding the dangers of ill-conditioning which are 
characteristic of non-singular Fredholm integral equations of the first kind. 
SOLUTION 
In order to implement the above formulation umerically, we divide the boundary aB into n 
intervals, not necessarily equal, in each of which we approximate the source densities LT and C 
by constants. Denoting these constants by oj, ii; j = 1,2,. . . , n, we thus approximate 4(p) by 
8(P) = $ uj JlOg IP - SI dq, (20) 
where lj indicates integration over the I” interval of aB. Similarly we approximate @(p)/ay by 
(21) 
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G(P) = $ ‘Jj j @(p - q) dq 
J 
(22) 
and al(l(p)/ax by 
When p lies in B, we approximate &#~(p)/ax by 
(23) 
(24) 
and Wp)/ay similarly. On the boundary JB, at a point qi in the ith interval, we approximate 
ad0x by 
ad(qi)/aX = 2 Uj J lOg,)qi - ql dq + ~x’(qi)ui 
j=l i 
(25) 
and a4/ay similarly. 
With these approximations, equation (9), applied at one “nodal” point qi in each interval, 
i=1,2,..., n, yield 2n simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the 2n + 2 unknowns aj and 
lj,i=1,2,..., n, and (Y and p. Two further equations are provided by discretising equations 
(18) and (19) thus 
and 
(26) 
(27) 
where hj is the length of the jth interval of JB. Substitution of the solution of the resulting 
system of equations back into the discrete form of equations (9) yields approximations li and t? 
to the displacement components u and u at any point p in B. 
In practice we approximate, if necessary, each interval of the boundary by the two chords 
which join its end-points to the nodal point within it; then hi is evaluated exactly for this 
approximate interval. In this case the various kernels may also be integrated analytically, but, 
since the accuracy of our solution is limited by the piecewise constant nature of our 
approximations to the source densities, we use a judicious combination of analytical and 
numerical integration which appears to be just as accurate and takes less time. 
EXAMPLE 
To demonstrate the validity of the formulation described above, we consider here the simple 
example, illustrated in Fig. 1, of a circular domain B of radius 2.0, of material with rigidity 
modulus 1.0 and Poisson’s ratio 0.25, subject to uniform radial stretching such that u = x, u = y 
on dB. This problem has, of course, the analyttc solution u = x, v = y throughout B. 
The circular boundary is divided into n equal intervals, where n takes values from 4 to 64. 
These values and the corresponding computed values of (Y are shown in Table 1, from which it 
is evident that n must be greater than 8 for the present discretisation to be at all adequate. The 
value of /3 is zero in this example on account of symmetry. 
The approximate displacement components ti and B are computed in one quadrant of B at 
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Fig. 1. Example problem. 
I 
Fig. 2. Solution points. 
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Table 2. 
Point li 6 
Table I. I 
2 
n (I 3 
4 
4 26.2 5 
8 2.9 6 
16 15.8 1 
32 17.0 8 
64 16.3 9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
I5 
0.000 0.000 
O.OOU 0.498 
0.000 0.997 
O.OKJ I .498 
0.504 0.000 
0.502 0.499 
0.497 1.000 
0.489 1.503 
1.006 0.000 
1.003 0.504 
0.992 1.010 
0.977 I.518 
1.507 0.000 
I.501 0.513 
1.485 1.027 
the points 1-15 of the square mesh, with spacing 0.5, shown in Fig. 2. For n = 64 these 
displacements are presented in Table 2, where the maximum absolute rror is 0.027 in B at point 
15 where u = 1.0. Note that the lack of perfect symmetry in these results is simply due to the 
way in which the conjugate harmonic functions (12) and (13) are constructed. The angle f3(p - q) 
is definedp, 41 to vary continuously with respect to both p and q starting from a value in the 
range (- ?T, P) when q lies on the positive x-axis. 
CONCLUSION 
We have presented here a new integral equation formulation of the plane elastostatic 
displacement problem and demonstrated its validity by applying it numerically to a simple 
problem. For this problem, the piecewise constant approximations, which are adequate for most 
potential problems, are sufficient for our present purpose. For more complex problems 
however, or for greater accuracy, we would recommend the use of higher order 
approximations [7] in the numerical discretisation. 
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